
El Camino: Course SLOs (BSS) - History

Spring/Summer 2019
Assessment: Course Four Column

ECC: HIST 101:U.S. History to 1877

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Developing and Arguing a
Persuasive Historical Thesis - Upon
completion of United States History
to 1877, students will be able to
develop and persuasively argue a
historical thesis in a written
assignment that identifies and
explains major social, economic,
political and/or cultural historical
themes or patterns in United States
history to 1877and apply appropriate
historical methods to analyze and use
primary and/or secondary sources as
evidence to support the thesis.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 12/12/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
Standard:

Scale (based on A-F grade scale):
4 = Excellent
3 = Good
2 = Satisfactory
1 = Less than Satisfactory
0 = Fail

Standards for "Excellent" (a score of
4):

Action: I will continue to use pre-
writes when assigning research
projects in my online classes. I
have not been as success in my
face-to-face classes because I did
not assign pre-writes and drafts.
For my face-to-face classes, I will
use the same strategies.

The number of students that did
not turn in their assignments is an
area I can improve upon. I am
unsure if they did not turn it in
because they were not able to
form and argument or if it was a
time management issue. I can
check in with these student and
see if I can provide some strategy
to help them be successful.
(07/23/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Students are to construct a colonial identity based on their
current social, racial/ethnic, gender, economic and religious
identity. Students must form an argument and use primary
and secondary sources to support their argument.

Papers must be 5-6 pages in length must contain proper
citations based on APA, MLA or Chicago Style. Papers are
100 points and are graded on a 10% scale as following:

100-90: A (Excellent)
89-80: B (Above average)
79-70: C (Meets expectations)
69-60: D (Below average)
59-0: F (fail to meet standards or did not submit an
assignment)

This was a 8 week online class, I had 3 pre-writes that
required the submission of an argument and provided
examples. I had 43 students enrolled and the grade
breakdown were as follows:

A: 33
B: 1

Essay/Written Assignment -
Students selected four of eight
possible primary source excerpts,
briefly analyzed each, and related
the selected sources to assigned
textbook and lecture material. After
identifying a social, economic,
political, and/or cultural theme
common to all selected sources,
students cited examples from
relevant course materials to
persuasively argue a historical thesis.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Thesis:  Thesis fully, clearly and
accurately answers all parts of the
question and is presented early in
the written assignment or oral
presentation.

Organization and Argumentation:
Introduction explains the pertinent
historical context and states the
thesis.  Written paragraphs or oral
discussion are organized in a logical
way that supports the thesis, either
chronologically or topically.  Each
paragraph fully discusses one main
idea (stated in the topic sentence)
that helps argue the thesis.

Historical Content:  All appropriate
historical time periods and topics are
thoroughly and accurately
incorporated into the thesis and the
argument throughout the paper or
oral presentation.

Sources and Evidence: The student
makes effective and accurate use of
appropriate and well-selected (when
applicable) primary and/or
secondary sources in order to prove
the thesis and central arguments.

Style and Grammar:  The ideas are
clearly explained in concise written
or spoken communication with rare
grammatical or spelling errors.

Target:

It is expected that within the sample

% of Success for this SLO: 84
Faculty Assessment Leader: Hong Herrera Thomas
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Hong Thi Herrera
Thomas

C: 2
D: 0
F: 7

Students that finished the course generally completed all
the pre-writes and received feedback from me that allowed
them to successfully complete the assignment. These 7 "F's"
belong to students that did not submit the assignment.

Students are able to form arguments if they are allowed to
practice and are given examples, there was much confusion
between a statement vs. argument. Students need to have
the writing and research broken down to manageable parts
in order for the majority of them to be successful.
(07/23/2019)

Action: The following
recommendations are aimed at
capitalizing on students' strengths,
while improving their performance
in SLO standards categories which
reflected lower scores:

1. To foster students' course
content mastery, Instructor will
continue to augment in-class
lectures with a variety of
multimedia resources, including
audio/music excerpts, image-rich
PowerPoint-style slide shows,
video clips, and artifact
presentation (when applicable).
2. To aid in the development of
strong primary source analysis
skills, Instructor will continue to
evaluate and select a variety of
sources which are of appropriate

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
A rubric was used to score a sample of 20 student essays in
a survey course.  The essay was assigned in the first weeks
of the semester, and was submitted for evaluation in the
final weeks of the semester. Students were introduced to
primary sources relevant to the assignment throughout the
semester, and working in collaborative learning teams,
analyzed each source before relating it to textbook readings
and in-class lecture material. Students were offered the
opportunity to submit a rough draft of the essay for
instructor feedback in advance of submitting the final draft.
Students were encouraged to seek guidance from the
Writing Center over the course of the semester.

Essay rubric results:
Average Thesis score: 3.1
Average Organization score: 3.0
Average Content score: 3.3
Average Sources score: 3.2
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

of essays used to assess this SLO, the
average score for each Standard will
be 3 or above.

Faculty Assessment Leader: Dustin Black

length/complexity, relevant to the
larger body of course content, and
stimulating to students' interests
and tastes.
3. To help students better
organize their writing, Instructor
will distribute a Writing Center
flyer at the semester's outset, as
well as invite a Writing Center
representative to give a brief
informational presentation to the
class.
4. To ensure written work which is
clear, concise, and error-free,
Instructor will "check in" with
students frequently throughout
the semester to encourage and
monitor students' use of campus
writing assistance services.

5. To further support students'
ability to produce high-quality
writing, Instructor will require that
students submit a rough draft of
the primary source essay several
weeks prior to the final draft due
date.  (08/24/2015)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Average Style score: 3.0

Average Overall score: 3.12

Observable patterns:
1. On average, students' overall scores were "Good" or
above.
2. Student were particularly strong in the "Content" and
"Sources" standards categories. Instruction in these areas
was enhanced throughout the semester by extensive use of
multimedia material, and collaborative learning exercises,
respectively.
3. Student scores were lower in the "Organization" and
"Style" standards categories.    (06/09/2015)
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ECC: HIST 106:Women and American History from 1877 to the Present

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Developing and Arguing a
Persuasive Historical Thesis - Upon
completion of Women and American
History from 1877 to the Present,
students will be able to develop and
persuasively argue a historical thesis
in a written assignment that identifies
and explains major social, economic,
political and/or cultural historical
themes or patterns in American
women’s history from 1877 to the
present and apply appropriate
historical methods to analyze and use
primary and/or secondary sources as
evidence to support the thesis.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 12/12/2013

Standard and Target for Success: I
would like to see 90% of students
scoring satisfactory (2) in every
category.

Scale (based on A-F grade scale):

4 = Excellent
3 = Good
2 = Satisfactory
1 = Less than Satisfactory
0 = Fail

Thesis
         0 1 2
3 4

Organization & Argumentation
0 1 2
3 4

Historical Content
0 1 2
3 4

Sources and Evidence
0 1 2
3 4

Style and Grammar
0 1 2
3 4

Standards for Excellence (a score of

Action: I allowed some students to
turn in assignment late, which
boosted student completion rate.
In Spring 2020, when the course
will be taught again, I plan to work
with students who struggled on
the midterm because there was a
correlation between students who
did not do well on the midterm
and students who did not turn in
the research project. They were
often the same students.
(06/12/2019)

Follow-Up: Different instructor
and assignment from previous
SLO instructor.  (06/12/2019)

Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Research Assignment (see attached): This assignment asks
students to use magazine articles from the 1960s and 1970s
to develop a thesis statement and supporting paragraphs. It
is not a research paper but students do the work of
researching and writing usually associated with an academic
research paper. A representative sample of 9 student
projects was chosen for assessment in a class of 36
students.  The average grade on the 9 assessed research
project is 90% and the average grade on all student papers
is 71%--this includes 8 assignments with a grade of 0
because 8 students did not complete the assignment.

Standard and Target for Success I would like to see 90% of
students scoring satisfactory (2) in every category.

Scale (based on A-F grade scale):

4 = Excellent
3 = Good
2 = Satisfactory
1 = Less than Satisfactory
0 = Fail

Thesis         0 1 2 3 4
Organization & Argumentation 0 1

2 3 4
Historical Content 0 1 2 3

4
Sources and Evidence 0 1 2

3 4
Style and Grammar 0 1 2 3

4

Standards for Excellence (a score of 4):

Essay/Written Assignment - A
representative sample of 7 student
papers was chosen for assessment in
a class of 39 students.  The average
grade on the 7 assessed papers is
88.9% and the average grade on all
student papers is 87%.  A rubric was
used to assess the student papers.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

4):

Thesis:  Thesis fully, clearly and
accurately answers all parts of the
question and is presented early in
the written assignment or oral
presentation.

Organization and Argumentation:
Introduction explains the pertinent
historical context and states the
thesis.  Written paragraphs or oral
discussion are organized in a logical
way that supports the thesis, either
chronologically or topically.  Each
paragraph fully discusses one main
idea (stated in the topic sentence)
that helps argue the thesis.

Historical Content:  All appropriate
historical time periods and topics are
thoroughly and accurately
incorporated into the thesis and the
argument throughout the paper or
oral presentation.

Sources and Evidence: The student
makes effective and accurate use of
appropriate and well-selected (when
applicable) primary and/or
secondary sources in order to prove
the thesis and central arguments.

Style and Grammar:  The ideas are
clearly explained in concise written
or spoken communication with rare
grammatical or spelling errors.

% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: John Baranski
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: John Baranski

Thesis:  Thesis fully, clearly and accurately answers all parts
of the question and is presented early in the written
assignment or oral presentation.

Organization and Argumentation:  Introduction explains the
pertinent historical context and states the thesis.  Written
paragraphs or oral discussion are organized in a logical way
that supports the thesis, either chronologically or topically.
Each paragraph fully discusses one main idea (stated in the
topic sentence) that helps argue the thesis.

Historical Content:  All appropriate historical time periods
and topics are thoroughly and accurately incorporated into
the thesis and the argument throughout the paper or oral
presentation.

Sources and Evidence: The student makes effective and
accurate use of appropriate and well-selected (when
applicable) primary and/or secondary sources in order to
prove the thesis and central arguments.

Style and Grammar:  The ideas are clearly explained in
concise written or spoken communication with rare
grammatical or spelling errors.

Additional Information Students did a good job with the
project when they turned it in.  The real problem in  this
class continues to be the high rate of non-completion of the
assignment.  20% of students (8 out of 36) did not complete
this assignment.  The average grade in the sample and of
students who completed the assignment was a A, but taking
into account the 0s for non-completion, the average grade
falls to 71% (C).  (06/12/2019)

Action: The most important
challenge in this class is ensuring
that all students write the paper.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met

Additional Information: Students
did a good job with paper.  The real
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

20% of students chose to take a
20% reduction in their course
grade instead of writing the paper.
Students were required to read a
350 page book to complete the
assignment and this was likely the
stumbling block for many of the
non-completers.  The following
actions may help improve the non-
completion rate:
1.  Prompts and reminders to
purchase the book, including
modeling how to purchase the
book online at the ECC bookstore
or more cheaply at other online
sites.
2.  Break the reading down into
smaller chunks and require short
written responses to the reading
assignments.
3.  Spend more time in class
discussing the reading.
4.  Explore the whether using the
Reading Center may provide a
good support for students in this
course. (10/14/2015)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Scale (based on A-F grade scale):

4 = Excellent
3 = Good
2 = Satisfactory
1 = Less than Satisfactory
0 = Fail

                                                        0      1      2       3
4   Average
Thesis                                                 1         4       2
2.14
Organization and Argumentation 1

4  2           2.14
Historical Content                        2 2
1 2        2.43
Sources and Evidence                        2

2 3        2.57
Style and Grammar                        1 4

2           2.28

Overall score:  2.31

Sample Set – 7 student papers.  Average grade on the
sample set:  88%.  Average grade on all papers submitted:
87%.

Nonsubmittal of the paper assignment:  8 out of 39
students did not turn in a paper.  20% of students did not
complete the paper assignment, lowering the overall grade
on this paper assignment to 68%.

Standards for Excellence (a score of 4):

Thesis:  Thesis fully, clearly and accurately answers all parts
of the question and is presented early in the written
assignment or oral presentation.

Organization and Argumentation:  Introduction explains the

problem in  this class is the high rate
of non-completion of the paper
assignment.  20% of students (8 out
of 39) did not complete this
assignment.  The average grade in
the sample and of students who
completed the assignment was a B+,
but taking into account the 0s for
non-completion, the average grade
falls to 68% (D+).
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader: Christina Gold

pertinent historical context and states the thesis.  Written
paragraphs or oral discussion are organized in a logical way
that supports the thesis, either chronologically or topically.
Each paragraph fully discusses one main idea (stated in the
topic sentence) that helps argue the thesis.

Historical Content:  All appropriate historical time periods
and topics are thoroughly and accurately incorporated into
the thesis and the argument throughout the paper or oral
presentation.

Sources and Evidence: The student makes effective and
accurate use of appropriate and well-selected (when
applicable) primary and/or secondary sources in order to
prove the thesis and central arguments.

Style and Grammar:  The ideas are clearly explained in
concise written or spoken communication with rare
grammatical or spelling errors.
 (10/14/2015)
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ECC: HIST 128:History of California

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Developing and Arguing a
Persuasive Historical Thesis - Upon
completion of History of California,
students will be able to develop and
persuasively argue a historical thesis
in a written assignment that identifies
and explains major social, economic,
political and/or cultural historical
themes or patterns in California
history and apply appropriate
historical methods to analyze and use
primary and/or secondary sources as
evidence to support the thesis.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 12/12/2013

Standard and Target for Success: A
rubric was used to assess the course
level SLO. The composition and
definition of this rubric is as follows:

Thesis (0 1 2 3 4)
Organization & Argumentation (0 1 2
3 4)
Historical Content (0 1 2 3 4)
Sources and Evidence (0 1 2 3 4)

4 = Excellent
3 = Good
2 = Satisfactory
1 = Less than Satisfactory
0= Fail

Thesis: Thesis fully, clearly and
accurately explains the central
argument and is presented early in
the written assignment.

Organization and Argumentation:
Introduction explains the pertinent
historical context and states the
thesis.  Paragraphs are organized in a
logical way that supports the thesis,
either chronologically or topically.
Each paragraph fully discusses one
main idea (stated in the topic
sentence) that helps argue the
thesis.

% of Success for this SLO: 82
Faculty Assessment Leader: Arthur Verge
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Orion Teal

Action: To help students improve
organization and argumentation in
their essays, I have begun giving
students a handout  "How To
Write A College Level Essay."  I
have developed a lesson plan
around this handout and devote
class time to helping students
understand how to structure their
arguments and organize their
papers. In this manner students
will learn how to use historical
facts supported by analysis in a
more effective way.  (09/09/2019)

Follow-Up: Preliminary data
shows a slight improvement in
Organization & Argumentation,
though this remains the weakest
point in students' essay exams
and other written work. I will
continue to prioritize this area in
my teaching and explore new
strategies for helping students to
improve their writing.
(09/09/2019)

Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
The following results were produced the assessment in
History 128 (averages for each component of the rubric are
listed):

Thesis = 3.25
Organization & Argumentation = 3.20
Historical Content = 3.30
Sources and Evidence = 3.45

The data suggests that students, overall, continue to do well
in content mastery and evaluation of sources. Organization
& Argumentation continues to be a weak area for students.
Factors that may contribute to lower score in this area  is
that students may not have received a solid foundation in
historical thinking or historical writing at the high school
level. Historical writing, which relies extensively on effective
analysis and argumentation, has been a reoccurring
bottleneck for students coming out of high school and
enrolling in college level history courses. Addressing how
arguments evolve from historical evidence or how to
develop arguments and positions based on historical
evidence is challenging to students. Primarily, because
historians have a particular way of  thinking that is specific
to their discipline. (09/09/2019)

Action: To assist students avoid
the organization and
argumentation bottleneck in the
future, I will explore implementing
a handout which I own the
copyrights to called "How To Write
A College Level Essay."  I will

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
The following results were produced the assessment in
History 128 (averages for each component of the rubric are
listed):

Multiple Assessments - Forty
students were assessed in History
128 during the Spring of 2015 using
multiple assessments that combined
and an essay examination with an
objective examination.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Historical Content: All appropriate
historical time periods and topics are
thoroughly and accurately
incorporated into the thesis and the
argument throughout the written
assignment.

Sources and Evidence: The student
makes effective and accurate use of
appropriate and well-selected (when
applicable) primary and/or
secondary sources in order to prove
the thesis and central arguments.

Based on this rubric, it is expected
that 65% of the students will score a
2.5 or above this SLO.

Faculty Assessment Leader: Arthur Verge

develop a lesson plan around this
handout  that will dedicate
additional time on organization
and argumentation in a college
level history essay. In this manner
students will learn how to use
historical facts supported by
analysis in a more effective way.
While there are many informative
handouts relating to effective
essay writing, few deal specifically
with the field of history. Thus if
successful in improving this aspect
of student historical writing, this
handout then can be made
accessible to other members of
the department who may be
experiencing similar student
challenges in their classes.
(09/11/2016)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Thesis = 3.20
Organization & Argumentation = 3.15
Historical Content = 3.23
Sources and Evidence = 3.33

The data suggests that students, overall, are doing well in
content mastery and information delivery. The one area
that was weaker than others was organization and
argumentation. Factors that may contribute to lower score
in this area  is that students may not have received a solid
foundation in historical thinking or historical writing at the
high school level. Historical writing, which relies extensively
on effective analysis and argumentation,  has been a
reoccurring  bottleneck for students coming out of high
school and enrolling in college level history courses.
Addressing how arguments evolve from historical evidence
or how to develop arguments and positions based on
historical evidence is challenging to students. Primarily,
because historians have a particular way of  thinking that is
specific to their discipline.  (09/11/2015)
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ECC: HIST 154:A History of Mexico

Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

SLO #1 Developing and Arguing a
Persuasive Historical Thesis - Upon
completion of History of Mexico,
students will be able to develop and
persuasively argue a historical thesis
in a written assignment that identifies
and explains major social, economic,
political and/or cultural historical
themes or patterns in Mexican history
and apply appropriate historical
methods to analyze and use primary
and/or secondary sources as evidence
to support the thesis.

Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 2014-
15 (Spring 2015), 2018-19 (Spring
2019)

Course SLO Status: Active

Input Date: 12/12/2013

Standard and Target for Success:
Based on a rubric it is expected that
60% of students will score 7 or
above on this SLO.

Faculty Assessment Leader: Jason R. Suarez

Action: To address these potential
challenges I will purposefully
introduce into the primary source
analysis activities a design which
will require the student to more
clearly connect the source to its
historical context and to the
specific topic we are discussing.
More specifically, a series of
questions will be provided that will
have the students in a
collaborative setting that will lead
them to a clearer understanding of
how this source can be used to
support or challenge the themes
we are covering in the topic. It is
my intent to add this design to all
the sources students will analyze
during the semester. This in turn
will facilitate their recall and use
of the sources during an in-class
essay exam.  In addition, I will
introduce to students a primary
source analysis form which will
allow them to better manage their
interpretation of the source and to
better organize the ideas shared
during their collaborative dialog.
(09/12/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2018-19
(Spring 2019)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
The following results were produced the assessment
administered in History 154 (averages for each component
of the rubric are listed):

Thesis = 2.9
Organization & Argumentation = 2.9
Historical Content = 2.8
Sources and Evidence = 2.5

The assessment administered was an in-class essay
examination. The data suggests that students overall were
successful in completing this assessment. I believe this can
be attributed to changes that have been made to the course
over the semesters. For example, al course content is made
available online. Also, collaborative problem solving has
been increased to allow students to practice the craft of the
historian through socializations. However, the data
indicates that an area that still needs some bolstering is in
primary source analysis. The score in the use of sources and
evidence can be attributed to a variety of potential factors.
These include, but are not limited to, limited past
experience in source analysis, a failure to fully understant
the historical context of the source itself or ab inablity to
see the connection between the source and the lesson plan.
 (09/12/2019)

Essay/Written Assignment -
Students will write a college level in-
class essay examination that
requires knowledge of the subject
matter and the ability to organize
this knowledge into a coherent set of
arguments. The essay will require
that students include a thesis, a solid
body of analysis and evidence,
effective argumentation and
organization and a firm conclusion
based on what has been written.

Action: One thing that I can
implement in the course to
address the weakness in historical
thinking the students demonstrate
is to expose them to  the
threshold concepts associated

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
The following results were produced the assessment
administered in History 128 (averages for each component
of the rubric are listed):

Essay/Written Assignment - A rubric
was used to assess the course level
SLO. The composition and definition
of this rubric is as follows:

Thesis (0 1 2 3 4)
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Faculty Assessment Leader: Jason R. Suárez

with historical thinking. Threshold
concepts, a theory developed by
Jan H.F. Meyer and Ray Land,
“represent a transformed way of
understanding, or interpreting, or
viewing something without which
the learner cannot progress.”
Threshold Concepts are not
content knowledge or core
concepts, but instead are ways of
thinking that are particular to
disciplines and academic cultures.
For example, historians have a
particular way of thinking about
the past that a sociologist may not
share. Exposing students to
threshold concepts beyond a
superficial introduction will help
them crystallize their writing to
demands placed by the study of
history. I will build a lesson plan
introducing students to threshold
concepts in history to aid in their
ability to more effectively create
historical arguments requiring the
analysis and infusion of primary
and secondary sources. While I I
briefly touch on threshold
concepts at this time, it is clear
that more course content needs to
be dedicated to helping students
think like historians. In addition, I
will create an online self-directed
learning module that will help
students fine tune their writing for
the field of history. Using the self-
directed learning model grants
student the opportunity to revisit
the content as many times as
necessary. It will also provide

Thesis = 2.5
Organization & Argumentation = 2.6
Historical Content = 2.8
Sources and Evidence = 2.8

In general, the data suggests that students are experiencing
some difficulty in transmitting course concepts in a written
format that develops a historical argument. Essay
organization, the student's ability to integrate course
related supporting evidence extracted from lectures,
readings and primary sources and the ability to establish a
sound thesis could all use improvement. These scores  in
the rubric can be can be attributed to variety of potential
factors which may included a lack of instruction and
practice in essay writing, limited exposure to appropriate
historical concepts/methodology in high school and a
weakness in  academic skill-sets necessary for success in a
college level history course.  (09/11/2015)

Organization & Argumentation (0 1 2
3 4)
Historical Content (0 1 2 3 4)
Sources and Evidence (0 1 2 3 4)

4 = Excellent
3 = Good
2 = Satisfactory
1 = Less than Satisfactory
0= Fail

Thesis: Thesis fully, clearly and
accurately explains the central
argument and is presented early in
the written assignment.

Organization and Argumentation:
Introduction explains the pertinent
historical context and states the
thesis.  Paragraphs are organized in a
logical way that supports the thesis,
either chronologically or topically.
Each paragraph fully discusses one
main idea (stated in the topic
sentence) that helps argue the
thesis.

Historical Content: All appropriate
historical time periods and topics are
thoroughly and accurately
incorporated into the thesis and the
argument throughout the written
assignment.

Sources and Evidence: The student
makes effective and accurate use of
appropriate and well-selected (when
applicable) primary and/or
secondary sources in order to prove
the thesis and central arguments.
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Course SLOs Assessment Method
Description Results Actions

Standard and Target for Success:
Based on this rubric, it is expected
that 60% of the students will score a
2.0 or above this SLO.

them with foundations that will
facilitate any discussion they will
have with me about this topic.
(09/11/2015)
Action Category: Curriculum
Changes
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